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ABSTRACT

Traditionally cognitive scientists have had little to say about religion (and even less to
say about new religious movements (NRMs)) partly because religion is arguably a social
phenomenon (Bainbridge et al. 1994) and partly because of the pervasive scientific bias
of relegating religion to the heap of the irrational, the illogical, and ‘a fading vestige
of the prescientific times’ (Lewis 2003). While sociologists of religion have been studying
NRMs, their analysis has been limited to the macro-level. Recent trends in sociology and
economics focused on the so called rational choice theories (Iannaccone 1998) and in
cognitive sciences of religion (Barrett 2000; Boyer 2001) offer the hope of moving in the
direction of a more complete explanation of emergence of new religious movements by
providing both macro and micro level analyses. I believe that a closer interaction between
these two developments is possible, indeed necessary, for the development of a scientific
theory of NRMs that weds the macro and the micro levels. I illustrate the benefits of this
approach by focusing on a hitherto ignored phenomenon, the emergence of charismatic
leaders who inspire new religious movements. The primary aim of this paper is to identify
the contextual factors (both social and cognitive) that cause self-interested utility maximizing
agents to take actions that result in new religious movements (NRM). Our secondary aim
is to identify factors that cause other self interested utility maximizing agents to align
themselves with NRM founders and become the believers. I illustrate how various tools of
cognitive science including computer modeling can help in this regard.

Introduction & Background

Many NRMs have been inspired by individuals who claim divine sanc-
tion for their seemingly controversial proclamations. Weber called such
prophets, “individual bearers of charisma, who by virtue of their mis-
sion proclaim a religious doctrine or divine commandment.” He defined
charisma as “a certain quality of an individual personality by virtue of
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which he is considered extraordinary and treated as endowed with super-
natural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional powers or quali-
ties” (Weber 1922). The problem is that like all sociological theories, We-
ber’s charisma hypothesis fails to provide an adequate explanation. Rather,
it shifts the burden of the explanandum to another level – namely what is
the cause of the generation of and attraction to ‘charisma’? This paper
primarily addresses the question of what cognitive factors cause individuals
to invent new religious ideas and attribute their origin to the divine and
secondarily what causes others to accept these claims.

There has been little social or psychological work directly addressing
questions regarding the emergence of NRM doctrines. The situation has
changed little since 1979 when Bainbridge and Stark lamented that most
work on the emergence of new religious movements was ‘nearly devoid of
theory’ (Bainbridge and Stark 1979). Bainbridge and Stark (1979) classified
existing work on how new religious ideas are generated and made social
into three models; the psychopathology model, the entrepreneur model,
and the subculture evolution model. While the first two models emphasize
the role played by individuals such as the NRM founders, the subculture
evolution emphasizes the group interactions processes that can lead to the
emergence of NRMs without guidance by any individual.

According to the psychopathology model, NRM founders suffer from
certain mental illnesses such as epilepsy (Saliba 2004), hysteria (Zweig
1932), paranoia (Gardner 1957), and schizophrenia (Storr 1996) which
cause them to have psychotic episodes resulting in hallucinations of
having received divine wisdom. Mary Baker Eddy’s inspiration of Christian
Science is often cited as the classic case of hysteria (Zweig 1932). Freud
considered religion to be a projection of neurotic wish fulfillment which
should be dealt with therapy (Freud 1927). Feuerstein (1991) argues that
NRM leaders are authoritarian personalities that want to control their
followers. After examining a number of NRM founders including Sabbatai
Sevi, Jim Jones, David Koresh, and Rudolph Steiner, Wilson (2000)
concluded that NRM leaders have psychological problems similar to those
suffered by serial killers, namely, that they are driven by power and sex
beyond the normal limits.

Recently, some neuroscientists have argued a subtly different position,
that some founders of religion were ‘mystics’ who learned to experience
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a different state of consciousness through ‘spiritual exercises’ and that
cognition in this extraordinary state offered them a unique view of reality
‘more real than reality itself’ (D’Aquili & Newberg 1999). After studying
brain scans of Tibetan Buddhists and Franciscan Nuns in meditation,
D’Aquili & Newberg concluded that the meditative experiences of these
mystics were not delusions or “the result of emotional mistakes or simple
wishful thinking, but were associated instead with a series of observable
neurological events.” They invite their readers to imagine an agent who is,

thinking, almost meditating, about how things are caused. The intensity of
this use of the causal operator eventually may produce a total deafferentation
of the causal operator. Suddenly, our thinker experiences a profound sense
of all reality as cause and effect. This sensation is not yet a philosophical
concept. It is intensely more powerful than a concept. It is the profound
sense that one has had a glimpse into the ultimate and that, in this case, it is
cause and effect. After our philosopher’s or theologian’s flash of insight (when
he or she recovers from the total deafferentation of the causal operator, in
this case), he or she develops philosophical or theological concepts, derived
from the experience. (D’Aquili and Newberg 1999, page 165).

The entrepreneurship model (Stark and Bainbridge 1987) considers NRM
founders to be entrepreneurs who produce, market, and sell compensators in
exchange for other rewards. A compensator is an unverifiable promise of a
future reward that is in low supply or unavailable at present. According to
the Stark-Bainbridge theory, in situations where some rewards are in low
supply or not available at all, people are willing to accept compensators in
lieu of the actual rewards. For instance, a religious founder may be able to
sell the unverifiable promise of life after death to those agents that intensely
value immortal life. Entrepreneurship theory’s most useful contribution is
highlighting the similarities between the role of an entrepreneur and an
NRM founder who also has to fashion a new product, market it, and sell
it. Elaborating these similarities has allowed the use of economic analysis
tools for explaining the higher rates of religious participation in societies
with more religious pluralism such as the United States as compared
to religiously homogenous societies such as Sweden (Iannacone 1991).
However, the Stark-Bainbridge entrepreneurship model falls short of a
complete theory as it does not explains as to why NRM founders invent
and propagate new ideas and why some people buy them while others do
not?
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Recent work in cognitive science of religion suggests a richer and
more cognitively informed explanation for the popularity of supernatural
concepts. Atran (2003), Barrett (1999), Boyer (2001), and others have
argued that supernatural concepts are widespread not because of their
unverifiability, but rather because of their special ‘fit’ with ordinary
cognition (Atran 2001; Atran & Norenzayen 2003; Barrett 1999; Barrett
& Nyhoff 2001; Boyer 1994, 2001; Boyer & Ramble 2001). By being
minimally counter-intuitive, i.e. by violating a few intuitive ontological
expectations about natural kinds, supernatural concepts are better recalled
and better spread in society. In other words, the constraints of cognition
combined with the character of supernatural concepts create a “cognitive
optimum” for the selection of religious ideas in a given population (Boyer
1994).

The cognitive approach assumes that what drives human behavior are
the beliefs and desires of human cognition. Cognitive science locates the
causes of human behavior in the minds of culture’s actors rather than
“outside” the heads of people alone. This is not to say that the products
of culture have no role in cognition. To the contrary, indeed it is the
aggregate data of one’s environment that by and large gives human beings
the stuff to think with (Norman 1993; Simon 1996). Thinking, therefore,
might be said to be ‘embedded’ and so explanations of what motivates
a NRM founder therefore must include descriptions of the cognitive
constraints that govern thinking along with the social circumstances in
which the founder lived.

By shifting the burden of explanation to the cognitive level of analysis,
however, we now encounter a new problem, namely the problem of ‘proof’
and ‘prediction.’ Psychologists are in a continuous wrestling match with
this issue, and today’s consensus seems to be that because of both the
theoretical and practical barriers to explaining in toto any given individual’s
behavior, our best bet is to make generalized claims about likely patterns
of behavior based on what we know about human biology, cognition,
and culture. Psychologists often prefer Bayesian inferential statistics for
analyzing behavioral data. Therefore, “N = 1” studies are seen as less
than optimal for explanatory endeavors. This has had the unfortunate
effect of restricting most psychological work on NRMs to studying believers
(Festinger 1962) and ignoring the NRM founders who are not available
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in sufficient numbers for controlled psychological experiments to extract
statistically reliable patterns.

However, others have shown that N = 1 studies can be quite fruitful
when grounded in established theoretical frameworks about the behavior
of the person under question. For example, Newel (1973) argued that,
“an alternative is to focus a series of experimental and theoretical studies
around a single complex task, the aim being to demonstrate that one
has a sufficient theory of genuine slab of human behavior.” Brown (1989)
claimed that his research “had always started with a phenomenon and only
later became theoretical.” Rubin argues that this ‘phenomenon-centered’
approach is “among the best ways to advance science.” Tweney (2001) has
shown that even though we can never know completely how one particular
scientist solved a particular problem, we can know quite a lot about how
scientists at large – and humans in general – solve problems and use that
knowledge base as a working hypothesis to make predictions about how
a particular scientist might solve a particular problem. In the same way,
we might employ the full resources of the cognitive science of religion to
hypothesize about why a particular religious person would be motivated to
start an NRM. I illustrate the benefits of such as approach by presenting
the case of Mirza Ghulam Ahmed, the founder of Ahmadiyya Movement
in Islam (Walter 1918; Lavan 1974; Friedmann 2003). I will use this case to
motivate the need for a new approach to understanding this phenomenon
and outline such an approach.

A Brief Case Study: Mirza Ghulam Ahmed, the Founder of the
Worldwide Ahmadiyya Movement in Islam1

Mirza Ghulam Ahmed was born during one of the darkest periods in the
arguably glorious history of Muslims in India2 into a family that sought its

1Ahmadiyyas are the Mormons of Islam (Jones 1986), a nineteenth century missionary
movement regarded as non-believers by the heterodox community because of their
innovative ideas but having firmly established themselves through their aggressive
missionary efforts.

2Although Muslims may have thought of the situation as bleak as the official patronage
for their religion disappeared, the event may have reinvigorated Islam by allowing a
freer market of ideas resulting in a growing Muslim consciousness and emergence of new
dynamic leaders such as Ahmed (Finke & Stark 1988).
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decent among the Turko-Persian Mughal imperial dynasty whose empire
fractured in the eighteenth century into a number of petty-kingdoms (Dard
1948). Ahmed’s family fiefdom awarded to them by the Mughal Emperors
was taken away by the Sikh who overran Punjab in the eighteenth century.
Ahmed was a young boy when his family celebrated the British victory over
the Sikhs at the end of the British-Sikh wars of 1846-1849. Later, Ahmed’s
father lead 50 of his subjects to protect the British rule during the 1857
rebellion by the locals. However, Ahmed Sr. was disappointed when the
British did not award him all the land his family claimed as their rightful
jagir. Instead Ahmed Sr. was forced to spend the rest of his life litigating
through the courts. However, years of litigation brought little in terms of
additional land prompting Ahmed Sr. to often proclaim that his life had
been a failure. Ahmed Sr. wished that he had devoted more time to the
other family business, namely, seeking spiritual wealth and status that was
also due to an Islamic Mughal noble in Hindustan, the land of the idol
worshipping Hindus.

Similar to other noble boys of his age, Ahmed was home schooled in
Arabic, Persian, Quran, Hadith, Sufism, and Fiqah (Islamic jurisprudence).
While his older brother excelled as a manager of the family estate becoming
their father’s right hand man, Ahmed developed more spiritual and
scholarly interests. He quit the clerical job that his father had procured
for him in a Sialkot court after a brief stunt. It was clear to him that
he had not found his true calling in life yet. However, the experience of
living in a city with its multi-ethnic, multi-religious character left quite
an impression on Ahmed. North Indian cities in the nineteenth century
had a number of fault lines along ethnic (British versus Indian versus
Persian) and religious (Christian versus Hindu versus Muslim versus Sikh)
dimensions. Similar to other thinking Muslims of his time, Ahmed grew
up to view the struggle as an onslaught of foreign (Christian) and domestic
(Hindu) adversaries against Islam. He also became convinced that Muslim
response to date was far inadequate to rebut the challenges it faced both on
the organizational and on the doctrinal front. He set himself the objective
of proving dialectically the superiority of Islam over Christianity and
Hinduism. He came to believe that traditional Islamic beliefs regarding
Jesus were not defensible against the evangelist argument that Islamic
tradition implicitly endorsed a higher status for Jesus by admitting that
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while Muhammad was buried six feet under ground, Jesus sat alive on the
right hand of God having been raised from the cross awaiting his second
coming. It was in Sialkot that Ahmed saw firsthand the effectiveness of the
missionary effort that left a lasting impression on him and would in time
prompt him to envision a well organized Islamic missionary movement to
counter that threat.

Christian missionaries were not the only ones to bring up the topic
of Jesus’ second coming. Many Muslim scholars, especially the Ahl-
e-Hadith (Metcalf 1982), believed that the cataclysmic events of the
nineteenth century, starting from the disintegration of the Mughal empire
and culminating in the victory of the British, were a sign of the end
times when Islam would be saved by the first coming of the Mahdi and
the second coming of the Messiah (or Jesus reincarnated as an Islamic
prophet). Towards the end of the eighteenth century, many had gathered
around the scholar-turned-warrior Syed Ahmad believing him to be the
Mahdi who would defeat the Sikhs and the British and re-establish an
Islamic Kingdom in India. However, they were sorely disappointed when
he died in a battle against the Sikhs in 1799. As Metcalf (1982) argues,
after suffering military losses, Ahl-e-hadith had mellowed down but they
still believed that Islam in India was in danger and that the Muslims needed
to actively organize and resist the onslaught of the resurgent Hindu Aryas
and invading Christians through a battle of ideas, Jihad-bil-qalm.

A young Ahmed felt an increasing attraction to the goals of the Ahl-
e-Hadith movement. His early newspaper articles and posters were full of
the traditional Ahl-e-Hadith rhetoric and exhortations to the Muslims to
band together to fight the Christians and the Aryas in a Jihad of ideas.
Ahmed quickly acquired the reputation of being a provocateur because
of the use of his firebrand rhetoric and his habit of betting his share
in the family fortune on being proved wrong in his arguments. Ahmed’s
Ahl-e-Hadith friends were also excited by his seamless integration of the
activist Ahl-e-Hadith outlook with the traditional Islamic philosophy and
history. He envisaged a hierarchy of status going from animals, to evil
doing humans, to neutral humans, to good humans, to Godly humans,
to God’s beloved humans. Ahmed believed that even though one’s birth
certainly bestowed certain advantages one could improve one’s status by
one’s actions. Curiously enough, this is where he delves most deeply into
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the sufi terminology but still his message is different from traditional Sufi
teachings which were heavily under attack by the Ahl-e-hadith (Metcalf
1982). Ahmed’s recipe for improving one’s status is by giving up one’s
worldly desires and needs and absorbing oneself completely into the love
of God. He says,

The divine pillar and the source of wisdom, Syed Abdul Qadir Jilani, may
Allah be pleased with him, . . . has written that if you want Allah to like
you then you should believe that your hands, your feet, your tongue, your
eye, your whole body and its parts, your feelings for other humans beings
including your children and your wife, your worldly desires including those
of wealth, honor, achievement, fear, and the belief in the capacity of others
to help you are all false idols. If you give them up and only follow Allah i.e.,
follow his shariah and the way of his beloved . . . then you will be given from
the inheritance of the prophets and apostles of God i.e., you’ll be given from
the knowledge and insight that has been lost and hidden. You’ll become the
last of the God’s beloved i.e., there will none greater after you. . . God’s power
will be with you. . . Whatever you say will be from God and will be blessed.
You’ll be appointed to take the place of those truth seekers who were given
knowledge before you. . . if you wanted the non-existent to become existent
or the existent to become non-existent then that is what will happen. God’s
power will be shown through you. You will be awarded secrets and knowledge
of the world and insight into the foreign because you will be considered a
keeper worthy of such knowledge. (Ahmed 1893, pages 15-16)

Repeatedly in his articles Ahmed presented himself as a model of what
one can achieve by following this recipe. He had given up all his worldly
desires and completely devoted himself to God by following the shariah
to the letter and through meditational practices such as spending all his
time alone in the family mosque reading the Quran, Hadith, and mystical
toms, and giving up his food to distribute among the village’s hungry, and
fasting for months at a time. His efforts paid off just as he believed that
they would. He began to dream about future events and he was offered
insight that no-one else had been offered. “Through His blessings, His
kindness, and His forgiveness He has proved to me that Jesus, may peace
be on him, neither died on the cross nor was raised to the heaven but
instead was saved and came to Kashmir and died there. These are not
just stories, they have been fully proved through a number of arguments
as I have written in my book, ‘Jesus in India’ so I say to you with full force
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that I have been given the knowledge to break the cross as promised in
Hadith.” (Ahmed 1900, page 168)

How Ahmed came to believe that God had told him of Jesus’ death in
Kashmir illustrates the process of how I believe many charismatic leaders
receive divine revelations. Ahmed’s early articles and books show that
Ahmed held traditional Ahl-e-Hadith beliefs regarding Jesus’ ascension to
the heavens. In fact, he defended those beliefs against the rationalist Sir
Syed Ahmad Khan who in his commentary on the Quran had argued that
Jesus escaped death on the cross and died of natural causes later. (Khan
1880) However, sometime during the early 1880s, Ahmed came to believe
that such beliefs were indefensible in arguments with Christians. He read
the traditional Islamic literature looking for an alternative explanation that
would blunt the arguments of the Christian missionaries. Broadly speaking
there could only have been two ways of countering the Christian argument
(1) elevating Muhammad’s stature from that of a human-prophet who had
died a normal death to a divine individual, and/or (2) demoting Jesus from
being a super-prophet who did not die like other normal human-prophets
and sat on the right hand of God awaiting his second coming to an average
(or below average) human-prophet who had died a natural death. It was
through careful re-reading of the Islamic traditions (Quran, Hadith, and
medieval scholars) lasting a number of years that Ahmed came to prefer
the second option. He convinced himself that that is what God had said in
the Quran and that is how the prophet Muhammad and his companions
had understood it to be. He believed that the truth had become distorted
during the dark ages of Islam but there had been a few scholars here and
there who were given rays of light. Note that this is precisely the same
process through which Muslims believe that Jesus and Moses’ teachings
had been corrupted by the Christians and Jews over time. Ahmed merely
extended the same process to the Islamic belief regarding Jesus.

To really blunt the evangelical argument who pointed to Muhammad’s
tomb as a proof of his lower status, Ahmed wanted a physical symbol of
Jesus’ death, preferably a tomb. It appears that he turned to Christian
sources regarding Jesus which mention a grave in the holy land where
Jesus laid for three days before he was raised. Even though the exact
location of the tomb was unclear to him, Ahmed used the existence of
Jesus’ grave in the holy land as evidence supporting his conviction that
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Jesus had died a natural death in his arguments with Christians. Writing
to respond to Siraj-ud-Din, the Christian, he wrote, “Off course it is true
that Jesus died in Galilee but it is not true that his body was resurrected”
(Ahmed 1891). He later wrote to a Syrian acquaintance inquiring about the
exact co-ordinates of the tomb. When told that it was nearby, he assumed
that it was in Syria. He wrote, “the funny thing is that there is a tomb
of Jesus in the country of Syria. For further clarity regarding this matter
I quote the witness of brother Syed Muhammad Al-saeedi Tarablassi who
lives in Tarablas, Syria. . . If you were to argue that the tomb is fake then
you would have to prove your argument. You would also have to show
when the fakery were invented? If Jesus’ tomb is proved fake we would
also become suspicious about the tombs of other prophets and lose our
belief in their authenticity. We would have to admit that perhaps those
tombs are also fake3.” (Ahmed 1894)

The milieu in which Ahmed made his claims served as fodder for his
creative process both by providing him with unique problems to ponder
over and by limiting the creative space he had to explore to find solutions
(Simon 1996; Schank & Abelson 1975). The period in which Ahmed
lived was unique in a number of ways. Opening of reliable contacts
with India and Americas unleashed an exciting period of discovery for
Europeans. Contacts with India allowed them to explore the common
origins of the European and Indian languages (Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit)
and European and Indian religions (Christianity and Budhism). Some were
reminded of the holy land as described in the Bible when they visited India.
Some saw the lighter skinned Afghans and Kashmiris as being similar
to European Aryans while others saw them as being similar to Jews in
appearance as well as customs. The presumed similarities between Budhism
and Hinduism also led scholars to a number of controversial hypotheses.
Perhaps, none was as controversial as the hypothesis put forward by the
Russian journalist Nicolas Notovitch who speculated that Jesus had come
to India during his “missing years” (i.e., between the ages of 12 and 30).
He claimed to have personally seen the evidence in a Buddhist book shown
to him by monks when he visited Tibet. (Notovitch 1887)

3Does this suggest that Ahmed actively considered the possibility of denying that
Muhammad had died and was buried in his Medina tomb?
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It was in this milieu that Ahmed first articulated his claim that Jesus
had come to India after having miraculously survived the cross to save the
ethnically Israelite Afghans and Kashmiris. After preaching to these ‘lost
tribes’ Jesus had died at the age of 120 as Muhammad had said and was
buried in Srinagar where one of Ahmed’s followers had located a Christian
tomb. Given the time period during which it was proposed nothing about
Ahmed’s theory sounds remarkable (for example when compared with
Notovitch’s theory) other than the fact that after narrating all the scholarly
arguments in favor of his claim, Ahmed concluded that it was God who
had revealed the truth to him. Ahmed describes the intense joy that he
received when he understood “the true meaning” of the Quranic verses
and Ahadith concerning Jesus. He talks about that joy as, “more delicious
than a king gets from his throne” (Ahmed 1900).

Why didn’t Ahmed believe that it was he himself who had discovered
these ideas? After all atheists also have fresh thoughts. Ahmed’s answer
was that being the source of all knowledge it is indeed God who gives the
knowledge to the atheists as well. It’s just that an atheist is too ungrateful to
acknowledge God as the source of his insight whereas a true believer is too
humble to claim that he has discovered something. He says for instance
when a doctor thinks up a way of healing us that is beneficial to us the
doctor’s search for an answer is akin to prayer asking the Higher power
for His blessing. “Even the people who have no connection to Allah or a
belief in his existence also seek the unknown. . . but they do not know the
source of their knowledge” (Ahmed 1900).

Ahmed had reasons to self-deceive himself into believing that God was
talking to him as he so desperately wanted God to talk to him to help
him save Indian Muslims from certain disaster. He preferred to live in a
world in which he believed that God talked to him than living in a world
in which he did not believe that God talked to him. Ahmed frequently
asks such rhetorical question as “why was I chosen by Allah to have these
unique insights? Why has he continued to shower his blessings on me if I
am a liar?” The only answer to these questions according to Ahmed was
that it was indeed God who had chosen him and given him such brilliant
insights.

Many among Ahmed’s Ahl-e-Hadith friends who were desperately
waiting for a Mahdi and a Messiah saw the signs that indicated to
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them that Ahmed was the promised one. Similar beliefs were held by
the followers of many of his contemporaries including Ahmed Riza Khan
of Ahl-e-Sunnat wa Jam’at (Sanyal 1996). Ahmed was almost certainly
considered to be a Messiah by his closest confidante and fellow scholar
Nur-ud-din long before he ever publicly claimed to be one. One of
Ahmed’s followers is reported to have written a couplet pleading him to,
“become the Messiah for God’s sake” (Dard 1948).4

Making the claims that Ahmed did was also not completely unheard
of. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilanee claimed to be “al-ghwth al-azam – the
manifestation of Allah’s attribute ‘the All-Powerfull’, who hears the cry for
help and saves the ones in need, and al-qutb al-azam – the pole, the cen-
tre, the summit of spiritual evolution, the spiritual ruler of the world, the
source of wisdom, container of all knowledge, the example of faith and
Islam; a true inheritor of the perfection of Prophet Muhammad; a perfect
man” (al-Halveti 1994). The highly regarded Sheikh Ahmed Sirhindi had
proclaimed himself to be the mujaddid/reformer for the next one thou-
sand years (“mujaddid alif thani”) (Friedmann 2000). Mujaddid was also the
first title that Ahmed claimed for himself in 1889. While this caused some
opposition, he was enthusiastically accepted by those closest to him and
they insisted that he accept their formal oath of allegiance (the ‘baiya’) to
which he agreed on March 23rd 1889. Support from his followers in itself
became both a proof for his previous claims5 and an indication of his rising
status propelling him to make his most outlandish claim of being a nabi (an
Islamic prophet) in 1904. His reasoning was similar to that he offered in
support of his claims regarding Jesus’ death. First, he presented the tradi-
tional Islamic sources of authority including ahadith and medieval scholars
who believed that the mujaddid of the fourteenth Islamic century would
have the special status of Mahdi and nabi and then he claimed that God
had revealed to him that he was indeed the promised Mahdi and a nabi.

Explaining Ahmed

Explaining the reasons for the emergence of the Ahmadiyya Movement has
been a perplexing problem for the scholars who have studied nineteenth

4“Masseha bano tum khuda kay liyay.”
5Would God not have killed me by now had I lied about him? He asked repeatedly of

his opponents.
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century North India. “A curious religious phenomenon in Indian Islam
has been the advent of Ahmadiyya movement,” wrote the eminent Islamic
scholar Fazl-ur-Rahman (Rahman 1958, p. 95). Reviewing Friedman’s
Prophecy Continuous, Fusfeld (1992) wrote,

The relationship between the Ahmadiyya movement and the political, eco-
nomic, and social environment (as distinct from its intellectual origins) is . . .

largely unexplored. There is never any satisfactory explanation offered to
show why the founder of the Ahmadiyya movement chose to take positions
that were so outlandish when viewed from the perspective of mainstream
Islam. . . how he benefited from taking a position on the finality of prophet-
hood that many other Islamic leaders viewed as beyond the acceptable bound-
aries of Islam. . . why the Ahmadiyya came to be in such an unorthodox and
(from the point of view of other Muslims) unacceptable positions. (Fusfeld
1992, pages 347-348)

Fusfeld faults the traditional sociological approach to religion for its
shortcomings to explain religious movements founded by a single person.
“The Ahmadiyya movement was to a large extent the result of one person’s
view of the world he found and his efforts to come to grips with the
problems he perceived. If the solution was a peculiar one, it may owe its
peculiarity to the person who made it work.” Fusfeld argues (Fusfeld 1992,
page 348). Off course Ahmadiyya are not the only religious movement
to have been influenced so profoundly by the creative thoughts of a
single person. Joseph Smith, Sun Myung Moon, Mary Baker Edy, and
Shabatsai Tzvi appear to have had a similar role in the development of
their group’s religious doctrine. It is clear that no explanation of such
NRM founder’s behavior can be complete without looking inside the
heads of these individuals. It must answer questions such as how and
why do such individuals invent new religious ideas, how and why do they
communicate these ideas to others, and how and why do others come to
accept these ideas, by appealing to both collective sociological as well as
individual cognitive factors. I believe that this can only be accomplished
by complementing the sociology of new religious movement by a cognitive
science of new religious movements.

Next I sketch out what a cognitively informed theory of new religious
movements would look like. I do not claim to explain all religion or
even emergence of all religion but rather suggests a new way of studying
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the emergence of new religious movements inspired by single actors. My
theory is in the tradition of the so called rational choice theories, broadly
defined, in that I also assume that, “individuals act rationally, weighing
the costs and benefits of potential actions, and choosing those actions that
maximize their net benefits” (Iannaccone 1997, pp. 2). However, unlike
Stark & Bainbridge’s rational choice theory, I do not think that two
distinct mechanisms are needed to explain religious and secular thought
processes. Instead I argue that ordinary cognitive processes (that perhaps
evolved to serve other secular purposes such as emergence of dominant
leaders (Atran 2003)) lead to the emergence of religious leaders only
some of whom start new movements. Also unlike Stark & Bainbridge,
I argue that unverifiability is not the crucial or distinctive part of the
religious explanations. Rather, people accept religious theories because
those explanations appeal to them for a number of reasons. I also agree
with the broad emphasis of D’Aquili and Newberg in that NRM founders
are thinkers and problem solvers but in our account the sequence of events
is reversed. The intensely pleasing experience of a founder’s ‘epiphany’
follows a deep thinking phase in which the seeker completely focuses on the
problem at hand by shutting off sensory input and freeing up the cognitive
resources to compute a solution to the problem. A problem solver does
not derive her/his insight from the intense experience of joy but rather
from the long and hard cognitive effort that precedes the moment of
clarity. Unlike D’Aquili and Newberg, our approach does not hypothesize a
‘different state of consciousness.’ Our position is that religion is, “a natural
product of aggregated ordinary cognitive processes” (Barrett 2000) and that
NRM founders and believers are rational agents functioning in ordinary
states of consciousness. The task for cognitive science of religion then is
to identify the ordinary cognitive processes that cause NRM founders
and believers to behave in ways that to many observers appear to be
outlandish, and that historically has resulted in social ostracization and
severe economic consequences for the NRM founders and believers.

NRM Founders as Information Entrepreneurs

Humans are goal-driven agents. We are born with a set of cognitive
mechanisms that govern our basic goals and desires (such as the desire to
eat to achieve the goal of survival). Humans are also born with the ability to
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perform actions, the capacity to choose an action to satisfy a desire, and the
capacity for learning that allows us (a) to enhance our repertoire of actions,
and (b) to enhance our understanding of our environment and translate it
into heuristics that enhance our capacity for action selection. For example,
at birth human babies are equipped with the ability to perform a number of
actions such as seeing, hearing, touching, and feeling. There is also strong
evidence to suggest that human infants have the ability to acquire causal
explanations of their environment through personal experience (Gopnik,
Meltzoff & Kuhl 1999). Developmental psychologists have argued that
humans, especially children, derive pleasure and joy out of being able to
construct causal explanations of the world. In fact, Gopnik has argued that
explanation is like an intellectual orgasm and that evolution favored the
development of this cognitive pleasure to encourage us to seek explanations
to develop a “more veridical picture of the causal structure of the world”
(Gopnik 1998). In this sense she says that “explanation is to cognition what
orgasm is to reproduction.”

As we grow older and develop the capacity to understand language,
more and more of our knowledge about the world comes from the
narratives that surround us. Human culture abounds with ideas – from
scripts to schemata, for example – that provide us with causal explanations
for the current state of the world. We acquire these ideas from agents we
interact with as well as from embedded cultural institutions (Day 2003;
Norman 1993; Simon 1996). Importantly, however, the process of concept
acquisition involves more than simply copying everything one hears or
reads onto a blank mental slate. It involves understanding and integrating
the ideas into one’s existing set of beliefs by adjusting the ideas and/or
refining one’s existing knowledge base. Even though each human being
is a unique organism with unique background knowledge and faced with
unique circumstances, people living in similar environments have similar
enough beliefs that only minor adjustments and/or refinements to the
acquired ideas are needed.

However, in times of rapid social change (brought about for instance
by military, religious, and/or political upheavals when social controls relax
and allow freer market of ideas (Iannoccone 1997)) more people become
disenchanted with their dominant social myths and people feel freer to
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change their beliefs. This provides opportunities for those who excel in the
cognitive capabilities required to:

• recognize that the myths are broken,
• creative capabilities (Schank 1986) required to generate a ‘fix’ to the

broken myths, and
• marketing capabilities required to market new myths to others.

I call such people information entrepreneurs.
All of us are information entrepreneurs (IEs) to various degrees. The

more successful IEs may be born with a greater capacity for seeking and
forming explanations and they may learn to enhance their capabilities
once they have recognized these gifts. Information entrepreneurs come to
recognize their role in life through the same cognitive processes of self-
reflection and social comparison as the rest of us (Sherman et al., 2003).
Self reflection involves observing one’s behavior and the context in which it
occurs to recognize what one is good at and what one is not good at. Social
comparison involves comparing ourselves with a select group focusing on
the aspects that make us similar to them and the aspects that make us
different from them. Through this process we figure out the capabilities
in which we excel among our comparison group and seek to increase our
edge. While the modern day information entrepreneurs, such as scientists
and politicians, go to school to acquire the discipline and techniques for
solving problems, earlier IEs had to acquire the cognitive discipline through
mystical exercises and meditation learned from a master.

New schools of thought are formed in religion, science, and politics by
the efforts of individual information entrepreneurs. In this way, social insti-
tutions like religious systems are susceptible to transformation (Whitehouse
1995, 2000). NRM founders are leaders of the new schools of thought. In
many cases NRM founders are originators of new ideas. In other cases
they are the ones who are better able to integrate previously prevalent
ideas into a new cohesive package and sell the package to their peers
better than others can. I believe that NRM founders are successful infor-
mation entrepreneurs who provide information to consumers in need of
such information. In this sense, their role is no different from that of other
social leaders such as scientists and politicians.

Where religious leaders differ from scientists and politicians, however,
is in their invocation of the supernatural in their explanations and their
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attribution to God/gods as being the (ultimate) source of their knowledge.
I believe that this is not due to differences in basic cognitive processing as
implied by most existing theories of religion but because of the differences
in the constraints of the domains in which secular and religious leaders
operate i.e., the domains of science and secular-politics differ from the
religious domain in the way the rewards are structured. While scientists
and politicians are rewarded for being originators of new ideas, NRM
founders are rewarded for being closer to God/gods.

Rational choice theory indicates that information entrepreneurs such
as NRM founders must receive some rewards in exchange for their
proselytizing efforts. Off course these rewards need not be limited to
tangibles such as money and sex. These also include intangibles such
as reputation enhancement and power. Most people spend significant
cognitive effort on reputation management and enhancement (Bromley,
1993). That is because it is beneficial for a rational agent to act to cause
others to think highly of him/her if being thought highly of by others
is likely to result in actions by others that are of benefit to the original
agent. This means that rational agents attach higher ‘utility values’ to
those states of the world in which they have a better reputation. Rational
agents perform actions that they believe will cause others to think better
of them. The agents that are capable of performing communication and
understanding actions can also undertake these actions if they believe that
such actions will enhance their reputation. Many human activities can be
explained by appealing to the goal/objective of reputation enhancement
(Bromley 1993). For instance, reputation of a secular leader in Western
societies is enhanced more if voters believe that their leader has the
intelligence required to solve their problems rather than believing that
God talks to the politician. Reputation of a traditional religious leader, on
the other hand, is enhanced more if others believe that God communicates
with him/her rather than believing that he/she makes up various doctrinal
positions through his/her own cognitive effort. I am not implying that
NRM founders engage in a deliberate deception intended to make others
believe things about them that are not true. In fact, I argue that it helps
if NRM founders themselves believe that God communicates with them.
This form of belief, of course, is no different from the self deceptions all of
us engage in. As McLaughlin (1988) argues,
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“it is not uncommon for a person to be self deceived. . . the alcoholic who
is self deceived in believing that his drinking is under control, the cuckold
who is self-deceived in believing that his wife is not having an affair, the
jealous colleague who is self-deceived in believing that her colleague’s greater
professional success is due to ruthless ambition, and the AIDS victim who
is self-deceived in believing that he has a fifty-fifty chance of surviving the
disease.”

The literature on self-deception provides us some guidance as to how a
rational agent can bias its cognitive processes (such a memory organization
and evidence collection) towards believing the propositions that it believes
will maximize its utility. Talbott (1995) argues that it is rational for a utility
maximizing agent A to believe in a proposition p, regardless of whether p

is actually true or false, if the agent prefers a world in which the proposition
Q is true to a world in which Q is false, where Q = “A believes that p

is true.” If an NRM founder prefers the world in which he/she believe
that God/gods talks to him/her over the world in which he/she does
not believe that God/gods talks to him/her, regardless of whether God
actually talks to him/her or not, it is rational for such an NRM founder to
discount the alternative explanations that God is not the source of his/her
knowledge and believe that God is indeed the source of his/her knowledge.

Social agents are embedded in their environment in more ways than
one. Not only does the environment provide them with the problems to
work on and defines boundaries of the solution space but it also provides
them continuous feedback during the solution generation process. Similar
to other entrepreneurs, for information entrepreneurs the behavior of the
first customers is crucial in determining whether the new venture sinks
or swims. An information entrepreneur gains more reputation as more
followers buy his/her solution and pay their respect to him, his voice
reaches further than ever before leading to an even larger number of
people being attracted to him/her.

Once an information entrepreneur succeeds in attracting a critical
number of loyal customers, his/her teachings attain the role of norms
in the new group. Those members of the new society who refuse the
follow the new norms are punished while those who follow them are
extended various social rewards. In an environment, in which even minor
inadvertent infringements from the normal behavior may be detected by
others, it becomes beneficial for an agent to hold the belief Q = “I believe
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in the norm” regardless of whether the norm is true or not. Thus self
deception also plays a crucial role in maintaining the new group norms.

Discussion & Evaluation

While no empirical study has yet been done to test the predictions made
by the theory I have outlined here, I have cited a number of previous
empirical studies whose results support various parts of our theory. This is
not due to the lack of falsifiable hypotheses6 that the theory generates but
because of the problems associated with conducting controlled experiments
with a large number of NRM founders. Luckily toolkit of cognitive
science offers another possibility for testing a theories, namely, computer
modeling. Cognitive science has a rich history of using computer models
to test theories of cognition (Anderson 1990; Newell 1990). I believe
that computer modeling has great potential for clarifying and testing
theories of religion. This potential remains largely unexplored despite a few
exceptional attempts (Bainbridge 1995; Doran 1997). Compared with other
techniques such as mathematical modeling computer modeling provides
distinct advantages. As Macy (2003) argues, “Computer simulation is more
tractable (but less generalizable) than mathematical and more rigorous
(but less nuanced) than natural language” (Macy 2003). To illustrate the
potential of computer modeling, I have developed a computer model of
aspects of our theory. Details of this model have been described elsewhere
(Upal 2005). Here I briefly review the model and summarize its main
results.

The Rational Believer Computer Model

The Rational Believer computer model consists of N agents that need
points to survive. Agents lose points over time at the rate of one point per
M minutes. When an agent’s survival points drop below a threshold Ts, the

6Such questions include:
1. Are NRM founders better problem solvers than their followers?
2. Do NRM founders prefer to live in a world in which they believe that God talks to

them than a world in which God does not talk to them?
3. Does making the claims that NRM founders do enhance their reputation among a

majority of their friends?
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agent dies and a new agent is created to take its place. At each time step,
ordinary agents play the guess the average number game which is similar
to children’s guess a number game except that the target number (i.e., the
number to be guessed) is the average of all the numbers guessed by all the
players. Each ordinary agent receives survival points based on how close its
estimate is to the target number according to a closeness function C. The
ability to predict the target is crucial to the survival of an ordinary agent.
Agents who are extra-ordinarily successful at solving the problem (i.e., they
have either earned point above a threshold Tp and/or the strength of their
strongest rule is above a threshold Tr) become information entrepreneurs.
Information entrepreneur (IE) agents receive points by selling a solution to
the guess the average number problem to the ordinary agents. An ordinary
agent may decide to accept the solution offered to it by the IE agent if
the receiving agent’s existing knowledge is so ineffective in predicting the
target that its rule strength drops below a threshold Rs. If an ordinary agent
accepts the solution offered by an IE agent, it must offer some P points in
return to that IE agent. This means that the ability to sell information is
crucial to the survival of IE agents.

Each agent is initialized to contain three of the following seven rules.
1. select a number between 1 and 15
2. select a number between 16 and 30
3. select a number between 31 and 45
4. select a number between 46 and 55
5. select a number between 56 and 70
6. select a number between 71 and 85
7. select a number between 86 and 100.

Each rule starts of with an initial strength of 100. At each time step, a rule
is selected for prediction and a random number generated in the range
offered by that rule. Once all ordinary agents have predicted a number, the
average is calculated and each agent updates the strength of its active rule.
The rule strength is increased by 1 if the rule correctly predicts the target;
otherwise the strength is decreased by 1. At certain intervals of time, agents
may replace their non-performing rules (i.e., those rules whose strength falls
below a certain threshold Tpr) by a random rule or by a rule offered by
an information entrepreneur agent. When an IE agent gains acceptance
by sufficient number of ordinary agents, the group acquires the ability to
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maintain its own norms. This is simulated by allowing group members to
use the average of their own group (as opposed to the average of the entire
agent population) as the target number to update their rule strengths once
the number of agents using an agent’s rule reaches a sufficient number S.

A number of experiments have been performed within this testbed
by varying various parameters (see Upal 2005 for details of experimental
set up and results). These experiments have confirmed a number of my
intuitions as well as revealed a number of unexpected findings. The
experiments show that most IE agents are not successful in establishing
NRMs as is the case in real life. In most situations, a vast majority of
the information agents die because they are unable to attract enough
followers to gain sufficient survival points to maintain their missionary
activity. Another interesting finding to emerge is that new IEs are often
followers of previous IEs and following the tried and tested rules offered
by an IE appears to be a key to their success.

In some situations IEs die even after having their rules established as
new norms. This is paradoxically the case because once all agent7 start
following the successful rule, IEs do not have any new customers to attract
and die once their points run out. However, interestingly, the message of
such agents does not die with them and persists long after the IE’s death.
Other experiments with multiple IE agents, some offering better quality
solutions than others show that lower quality solutions can also become
accepted but only in a limited set of situations. These include situations
in which the lower quality solutions are offered earlier than higher quality
solutions and where the number of agents needed to form a normative
community is low. This allows the lower quality rule believers to become a
norm community which then persists despite the availability of the better
quality solutions.

Plans are in the works for further experiments to study how allowing
agents to have relationships with one another and allowing an agent’s re-
lationships to affects its beliefs impacts the structure of the social groupings
that emerge. I believe that there is a lot more work that can be done

7This happens because the number of agents in our simulations has been kept small
(10 to 50) for ease of understanding. As we scale up the model, this situation may arise less
often as it becomes increasingly difficult for any single IE to convert all ordinary agents.
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within our simulation framework to understand the dynamics of new reli-
gious movements. I am currently working to add a graphical interface to
increase the user friendliness of the system and to make the testbed publicly
available to other interested researchers.

Conclusion

This paper has advocated a cognitive framework for addressing various
issues regarding the emergence of new religious movements. I strongly be-
lieve that a successful social theory must ultimately rest upon the cognitive
mechanisms that operate at the individual level. Sociological theories of
religion can play the role similar to that played by the unified theories of
cognition in models of individual cognitive phenomena by providing cogni-
tive scientists with constraints on their cognitive models. One of the benefits
of the proposed approach is that it allows us to bring to bear the well honed
toolkit of cognitive science (such as computer modeling) to both evaluate
NRM theories and to understand the emergence of individual new religious
movements such as the Ahmadiyya Movement. The paper also described
a computer program that has been developed to model the dynamics of
new religious movements. Initial results are encouraging but much remains
to be done such as exploring the role played by self deception as well as
emotions (Ortony, Clore, and Collins 1990) in the formation, maintenance,
and propagation of new religious movements. I believe that a cognitively
informed approach coupled with computer modeling has a great potential
in being able to answer these difficult questions.
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